It is well known that most of the real-world large-scale systems can be modeled as networked dynamical systems where the nodes indicate the individuals while the links mimic the interaction among them. The examples in point are the protein interaction networks, distributed satellite systems, and large-scale sensor systems. In the past few years, collective behaviors of networked dynamical systems have become the subject of hot research in control theory and engineering.
The present special issue focuses on analysis and synthesis of networked dynamical systems. It tries to not only understand the evolution mechanisms responsible for various collective behaviors, but also design some interaction rules such that the desirable collective behaviors can be emerged. Call for papers has been carefully prepared by the guest editors and posted on the journal's web page, which has received much attention from researchers in different scientific communities. We have received 37 papers in this research field. All manuscripts submitted to this special issue went through a thorough peer-refereeing process. Based on the reviewers' reports, 25 original research articles are finally accepted. The contents of this special issue contain modeling and control of complex networks, collective behaviors in multiagent systems, and analysis and synthesis of complex dynamical systems, which are summarized as follows. introduces a systematic framework for intelligence video surveillance system (IVSS) with a multicameras network. Specifically, the proposed framework consists of lowcost static and PTZ cameras, target detection and tracking algorithms, and a low-cost PTZ camera feed-back control algorithm based on target information. "Nobelist TD LEE scientist cooperation network and scientist innovation ability model" by J.-Q. Fang and Q. Liu gives some interesting results on nobelist TD Lee scientist cooperation network (TDLSCN). It has been shown in the above-mentioned paper that not only the TDLSCN has the common topological properties of both scale-free property and small-world effect for general Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society scientist cooperation networks, but also has the creation of multiple-peak phenomenon for number of published papers with year evolution. Note that the selected topics and papers are not a comprehensive representation of the area of the special issue. It is also worth noting that the published papers in this special issue do provide some recent advances in the field of networked dynamical systems, which could benefit the current research more or less.
